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 MERTZON, Texas — Until a Sunday or so ago, I would have come closer to betting $100 that my 
old listening horse, Blucher, was going to win the next Kentucky Derby than to betting 25 cents that I would 
come within several miles of a rattlesnake hunt. 
 This would still be true if two of my compadres, Clifton Brooks and his son Larry, had been born 
tongue-tied instead of such smooth talkers. These two ranchers, who undoubtedly could talk a band of 
southbound Viet Cong guerrillas into pausing for a barbecue, trapped me by declaring that rattlesnake 
hunting is safer than watching a car race on television. They swore the hunters coming to their ranch could 
handle a diamond back rattler more adeptly than old Houdini could ever pick a lock. 
 Now, don’t think for a minute I didn’t try to defend myself. I hastily created the following lies: (1) 
I always spend Sunday working in my yard; (2) for the past 20 years, all my Sundays have been spent 
visiting the sick and needy; (3) my doctor told me to avoid any type of excitement, particularly snake 
hunting, snake watching, or snake dancing. 
 These excuses fell on deaf ears, so I loaded five of my older sons in the car and returned to the 
house for a touching farewell with my wife. Then, armed with a camera and a 22 revolver that Buffalo Bill 
couldn’t have hit the top of his circus tent with, I sadly joined the world of rattlesnake hunters. 
 Unlike previous visits to the Brooks outfit, this time the sight of their good Angus cows and 
irrigated winter pasture brought no pangs of jealousy. All I could think of was, Noelke, have you lost your 
mind? You are so snaky that the sound of a grasshopper kicking a weed makes you jump 10 feet high, and a 
little garden snake makes you break out in a rash. 
 The snake hunters turned out to be boys in their late teens who should have been occupied in more 
constructive ways such as chasing girls or hanging out in pool halls. But as we were to find out, these young 
men were better hands with their snake tongs than Errol Flynn ever was with the girls, and their skill at 
tossing diamond backs around made better viewing than watching Willie Hoppe make a bank shot. 
 There were five hunters. Billy Ransberger and Wendall Hoskins of Sweetwater were five-year 
veterans at the sport. The other three boys were novices. I omitted taking down their names, since I figured 
the hospital report in Monday’s newspaper would carry all pertinent data. This early impression turned out 
to be false, for the three novilleros fell in and made themselves quite useful and soon were catching snakes 
like oldtimers. 
 In very short time, at a den found many years ago by Clifton Brooks, the hunters rapidly set up a 
garden spray and began pumping gasoline through a copper tube into crevices around the walls of the cave. 
The cave was small, about large enough for a medium-sized man (out of his mind) to squeeze the upper part 
of his body in. Soon, Hoskins and Ransberger began taking turns reaching in the den and pulling out rattler 
after rattler, holding the snakes with a grub or tong mounted to a short aluminum rod. The novices kept busy 
pumping gasoline and holding a sack open to contain the snakes. 
 The spectators, unlike any other sweaters in the world, offered no advice or assistance. The 
children cheered on the hunters. Mrs. Clifton Brooks, the only lady present, displayed the wisdom that God 
gave woman: she stayed in the station wagon where the chance of being bitten was nil. 
 Many of the rattlers were in a terrible state of bad temper. Only one of the first 15 was drunk 
enough on gas fumes to require attention. Billy Ransberger administered artificial respiration by propping 
the rattler’s mouth open with a twig, which is really no feat at all except that the young man was holding the 
reptile in his bare hand. 
 Included in the first dozen or so snakes was a coach whip. Ransberger informed us that this was 
not uncommon; he said in the first flurry in the cave, a bull snake had also escaped. He said these harmless 
varieties and even skunks are often gassed out of rattlesnake dens. 
 From this den, the hunt moved to some large bluffs on the north boundary of the Brooks ranch. 
Here, the boys had barely enough room to lie on a ledge and fish the snakes out of the den; then they’d toss 
the reptiles to the top of a bluff where the sacks were waiting. Hoskins picked them up for sacking with an 
improvised hook made from a piece of rusty wire. In all, they caught 30 snakes. The hunters were ready to 
return to the San Angelo snake rodeo which was ending that night. 
 Bill Ransberger told us he and Hoskins had been hunting together about four years. His father 
started him at the age of 12. 



 “It’s a funny thing,” he said, “but Mother never fusses about the snakes Dad and I keep around the 
house. We have all species found  this country and an 18-pound cottonmouth that a fellow in Florida sent 
us.” In comparison, he said, a big rattler weighs about six pounds. Bill added that when he finishes high 
school he is going to school to major in herpetology. 
 Upon arriving at the ranch, the hunters loaded their 65 pounds of snakes in the rear of their car and 
promised to return in March for another hunt. 
 I hope to be free in March, but considering the amount of yard work there is around the house, the 
time it takes for the sick and needy, and my doctor’s warning in regard to excitement, I may not be able to 
accept the invitation even though the young hunters were very complimentary about my not getting in their 
way during the action. 


